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Why In-Process Automation?

The World Quality Report published yearly by Capgemini, Sogeti 

and HP, is recognized as IT industry's largest research study. This 

report surveys the current quality and testing practices used 

across the globe as well as the emerging trends that may affect the 

future of testing.

Some of the key findings of the World Quality Report 2014-15 

are:

• QA functions are becoming structurally more mature – the 

number of organizations with a fully functional TCOE have 

increased from 4% in 2011 to 26% in 2014

• Organizations continue to increase the proportion of their IT 

budgets for Testing – from 18% in 2012 to 26% in 2014. This is 

expected to rise to 29% by 2017.

• Share of testing budget for transformational projects was 41% 

in 2012, which increased to 46% in 2013.

• QA teams are still engaged too late in the application 

development lifecycle, which contributes to the increase of 

testing’s share within IT budgets to manage operational and 

quality inefficiencies.

Fig I: IT budget proportion to QA and Testing has grown from 18% in 2012 to 26% in 2014. [1]



These findings point to the fact that while testing as a function is growing, IT industry is concentrating on improving the time-to-market and 

reducing the QA budget. The need of the market is increased test automation and automating early in the application development process 

by using testing services. 

40% of the Global QA budget was estimated to be spent on functional testing, where only 20% was spent on regression testing and the 

remaining 20% on other testing activities. In traditional automation projects, we have been focusing on automating only the regression tests. 

With the IT industry focusing on cost optimization, it has become imperative to focus on functional test automation. Even if we succeed to 

achieve 20% reduction in functional test execution effort, we could save around millions of dollars. 

In Process Automation approach proposes a shift left paradigm in the SDLC lifecycle by automating the functional test cases instead of 

regression tests. 

This helps to target 60% of our testing spend rather than the traditional 20%. The automation development process runs parallel with the 

application development phase and the scripts executed during the first execution cycle in the SIT phase to reduce the testing cycle time.  

 



In this approach, the automation development life cycle 

runs in parallel with the application development life cycle. 

During the analysis and the design phase, the 

functionalities to be automated are identified. The 

automation framework is defined and developed. If an 

existing framework is available, necessary modifications 

are done. Once the application goes into the coding 

phase, the feasibility study of the application is conducted 

and the scripting begins. It continues throughout the 

coding phase and once the application reaches the 

Component Integration Testing phase, first time execution 

of the automation pack is conducted. The necessary 

modifications are done with respect to the application and 

then the automation pack utilized for the subsequent 

phases of the life cycle. The same automation pack can 

then be utilized as the regression pack thus providing 

maximum testing during every application release.

Delivery Approach



HCL has developed a readymade tool capable for evaluating the In Process Automation feasibility & applicability for the AUT based on a
comprehensive set of inputs. 

An Applicability Index less than -20% (translates to 20% additional effort compared to traditional approach) is typically "Not Recommended" 

for In-Process Automation. In process Automation is applicable even if there is a 20% additional effort - as there could still be a reduction in 

execution cycle time. An applicability index less than 10% is considered as "Feasible". An applicability index greater than 10% is "Strongly 

Recommended" for In-Process Automation

A Feasibility Index less than 30% is typically "Not Recommended" for In-Process Automation. A Feasibility Index between 31% and 70% is 

categorized as "Feasible" for In-Process Automation, though some level of process tweaking would be required (provided in 

Recommendation section). A Feasibility Index greater than 70% is a strong contender for "High Feasibility" for In-Process Automation.

HCL’s IN PROCESS AUTOMATION TOOL: 

Some of the inputs are:
Application & 
Project Methodology

Documentation for 
the application & release

Program Release 
information Environment details

Test Scenario/Case information

Execution and 
Productivity 
information

The tool provides the following outputs:

Historic Defect and 
turn around information

A feasibility score of 

the application indicating if the 

solution is technically viable

An applicability score which 

indicates the Return on Investment 

(ROI) on the efforts Spent

Recommendation to 

improve the feasibility and 

applicability scores



In Process 
Automation approach 

helps to start the automation 
process early and thus 

get the benefits of 
automation throughout the 

testing lifecycle
The manual 

testing team also gets 
an opportunity

to conduct random 
testing to discover 

niche defects.

The regression scope 
for the application increases 

with functional test automation, 
thus ensuring comprehensive 

coverage during every 
regression cycle.

In today’s industry 
where decreasing the 

time-to-market is the motto 
for any application, an 

approach like In-Process 
automation should be 

implemented to facilitate 
the testing process 

and the team.

As the automation test 
execution is faster, defects 

can be detected early in the 
testing cycle ensuring more 

defect fixing time for the 
development teams.

Business Benefits 



SUCCESS STORIES
In Process Automation approach was implemented for one of the HCL’s investment bank client for a platinum project. HCL proposed 

to automate at least 50% of the functional test cases during the development phase. The grid below indicates the expected effort 

saved for In-Process automation (without manual execution) against the effort spent on automating the test cases which would have 

been executed at least once manually.

Activities Case 1 Case 2

Number of test scenarios(Automatable) 1000 1000

Number of test cases (Automatable) 3000 3000

Test Scenario Preparation Effort (Person days -  Assuming productivity of 20 TS per day) 50 50

Test cases Preparation Effort (Person days - Assuming productivity of 40 TC per day) 218 109

Test data Preparation Effort (Person days - Assuming 20% of test case creation effort) 44 44

Test cases planned to be automated 0 1500

Automation Scripting Effort (Person days -  Assuming productivity of 3 TS per day) 0 167

Total Preparation Effort - Manual (Person days) 312 203

Total Preparation Effort - Automation (Person days) 0 167

Total Preparation Effort (Person days) 312 370

Manual Execution Effort (Person days - Assuming productivity of 25 TC per day and 4 cycles) 480 240

Automation Execution Effort (Person days - Assuming productivity of 200 TC per day and 4 cycles) 0 30

Total Execution Effort (Person days) 480 270

Total Effort (Person days) 792 640

% Effort Save between Case 1 & Case 2 24%

• Reduction in Time-To-Market for new initiatives
• 24% reduction in effort with In-Process Automation approachBenefits delivered 



Hello there! I am an Ideapreneur. I believe that sustainable business outcomes are driven by relationships nurtured through 
values like trust, transparency and flexibility. I respect the contract, but believe in going beyond through collaboration, applied 
innovation and new generation partnership models that put your interest above everything else. Right now 100,000 Ideapreneurs 
are in a Relationship Beyond the Contract™ with 500 customers in 31 countries. How can I help you?

TM


